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Make great designer look-alike bags. In her amazing how-to book, Handbag Workshop, Anna
Mazur lets the cat out of the bag and tells all. In her inimitable style, Anna divulges little-known
details for sewing 18 gorgeous bags. You know, the kind you drool over in specialty shops.
Darling wristlets, swanky carryalls, classy clutches in sumptuous leather, suede, alligator, and
snakeskin - faux and genuine – they’re all here, just waiting for you!An entire course in the art
and craft of handbag making. Beginning with Bag Anatomy 101, you’ll be treated to a fun
introduction to the basics that includes understanding handbag shapes, choosing materials, and
all the essential supplies you will need. Anna, a long-time contributor to Threads magazine, is
known for her clear and concise instruction and that is fully evident here. Handbag Workshop is
designed to inspire and instruct crafters of all abilities and it is easy to navigate with complete
chapters dedicated to beginner, intermediate, and advanced projects.Expert techniques and
can’t-miss directions. Handbag Workshops provides an unprecedented look at how the bags
you love are made from scratch. You get expert guidance from beginning to end with:Over 600
beautiful, instructional photographs and 90 illustrationsSewing basics and must-know
construction techniquesA range of patterns in all the latest, most-wanted stylesWith Handbag
Workshops, you can end up with the perfect handbag. Not only that, you can actually make one
in every style – without spending a fortune.
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EquivalentsResourcesIndexINTRODUCTIONBag making is in my blood. When I was about five
years old, I made my first bag: a suitcase for my dolls. I crafted it from a sardine can—the type in
which you insert a key at one end, then roll off the lid—which I thought resembled a soft-sided
suitcase with a zipper that runs around three sides. I replaced the metal lid with a fabric cover in
the same shape as the lid. I held the cover in place with a stick that I tied to the top of the can
across the middle. This allowed me to lift the fabric lid on each end of the can so I could pack the
“suitcase” (not that I could actually fit anything inside!).What girl doesn’t love bags? I, for one,
can never have too many. A bag gives an outfit immediate polish and is the easiest way to add
color to your wardrobe. Most of us have bags in an assortment of sizes and shapes, from



practical to whimsical, just waiting to be filled with our daily essentials and tiny treasures. But
sometimes you see, or already own, a bag that is not quite right—it’s too bulky for daily use, or it
can’t hold enough, or it doesn’t fit right under your arm. Or maybe you love its shape and size,
but wish it were made out of another material.A bag that is the correct size and the ideal shape,
and created from quality leather or textile, sets a perfect mood. When you create a custom bag
from a unique material, there will never be another one like it. This book shows you how to make
the perfect bag customized to your particular needs. Chapter 1 lays out the basic framework
needed to expand on simple geometric shapes and explains materials and supplies, while
Chapter 2 reviews essential sewing techniques. Chapters 3 through 5 include eighteen original
patterns that you can easily scale up or down to create your own perfect bags. The styles range
from basic shapes—such as square, circle, triangle, and simple variations—to forms with an
artistic flair.Making a handbag is an investment of time and money. I strongly believe in durable,
long-lasting materials and quality hardware. Most of the bags in this book are made out of
genuine leather or a combination of leather and fabric. Seam allowances are 3⁄8 inch for leather
and 1⁄2 inch for fabric. If you choose to use a leather pattern on fabric, simply increase the seam
allowance, and vice versa. The patterns are designed to get you comfortable with the mechanics
of making handbags and working with leathers so you can create truly one-of-a-kind gems.What
inspires a bag design? For me, a perfect leather, a to-die-for fabric, a magnificent color, a void in
my collection, or just plain old need. The allure and aesthetic of a bag is not always about the
label or who makes it, but rather a high-quality item crafted with fine materials and unexpected
details. I design bags for function, and beauty follows. I think of a void and envision the ideal bag
for a particular situation, then work backward to create it. Once I work out the design and finish a
sample, I design the details and choose atypical materials for extra oomph.When you begin to
design a bag, the first decision is whether to re-create an existing concept or to develop your
own. If you want to start fresh, think about the finished product and take it from there. Sketch out
your thoughts so you can look back in chronological order. Don’t expect your first draft to be your
final idea. Having several thumbnails in front of you fosters creativity and allows you to tweak the
concept until the perfect shape emerges. When you are drawing, make a checklist and ask
yourself the following questions:• What is the occasion?• What size do I want?• What aesthetics
I am looking for—a streamlined bag or one with lots of details?• How will I carry this bag?• What
strap style do I want?• What will I make it out of?Your answers will lead to additional questions,
such as what you will use for the bag’s foundation and support. Unless you’re working with a
tried-and-tested design, you’ll have to experiment with various options to see what works and
what doesn’t.Every handbag here is meticulously handcrafted with Old World charm. Each is
unique in its own way. Enjoy!HOW TO USE THIS BOOKIf you are just starting on your handbag-
making journey and need an in-depth study, I recommend you read through the entire book in
order, select a design from Chapter 3 (which features beginner bags), gather the necessary
supplies (including the Basic Tool Kit, p. 12), and construct the bag. For those with more sewing
experience and the necessary tools on hand, pick a bag, gather your supplies, and dive right in.



In Chapter 2 you will find the basic sewing techniques that most projects will reference. For
accuracy, make a full copy of pieces shown of fold.CHAPTER ONEBAG ANATOMY 101The
scope of handbag making is mind-boggling, but it doesn’t have to be. You just need to
understand the various bag shapes, know how a bag is put together, and have the proper tools
and supplies on hand to get the job done. Once you are familiar with the basics, you will be able
to analyze any style of bag and expand on and embellish it to suit your vision. The material your
bag is made from can make or break its style. Many sewers are intimidated by working with
leather, but it is actually very simple, and nearly every bag in this book is (or can be) made from
leather. The thought of painting leather edges may be daunting, but it’s a straightforward process
when you are equipped with the right tools and have a comfortable, properly set up workspace. If
you are just starting on your handbag-making journey, read through this chapter and the next
one to gain an understanding of the basics and make sure you have a few essential tools. If you
already have experience and the necessary equipment, go ahead and pick a bag and start
creating.Handbag ShapesHandbags come in all sorts of sizes and shapes. The permutations
are endless, but they have one thing in common: They begin in the form of a simple geometric
shape, usually a derivative of a rectangle, square, oval, or cylinder. When you manipulate this
shape by slashing and spreading, then adding gussets and darts, the magic
begins.Understanding the Handbag ShapeIn its simplest form, a handbag is just a box with up to
six planes or surfaces, all of which have straight edges. There is a top, a front, a bottom, a back,
and two sides. When you take from one plane and add to another, the cubic area does not
change, as shown in the three distinct silhouettes on p. 6: a cross (1), the letter I (2), and a T
shape (3). When folded, they are all the same size. You can design a multitude of bag shapes
using these three simple grid formations. Think of these as possible slopers, or blueprints, for
your bag.You can shift seams for simpler construction, ease of handling, or pure aesthetics.You
can turn the top section into a flap; replace it with a metal frame, zipper, or draw cord; or
eliminate it entirely.Once you establish your framework, the next step is to alter it to your design
specifications. When you manipulate the edges of one or more surfaces by adding, subtracting,
or shaping, you transform the box into the unique design of your handbag (see p. 7). The next
step is to execute a draft so you can see your creation in three dimensions. You can also draw on
detailing, such as pocket placement and additional seams.When designing a practical bag,
keep in mind that you want a reinforced bottom, a secure top, an opening large enough for its
contents, and pockets to keep everything organized. If you are always on the go and reaching for
your bag, you will want handles that are long enough to throw over your shoulder, or one strap
handle so you can carry the bag across your body.Distinguishing Handbag SilhouettesHandbag
shapes tend to conform to tried-and-tested formulas, so many of the classics have not changed
much over time; they have only been reimagined. Some style names are obvious indicators of
the particular shape, whereas others come about by association. For example, in the 1950s
Hermès redesigned a bag for Princess Grace Kelly, a trapezoid-shaped tote with a flap cover
and a ridged top handle. That bag is now branded as the renowned Kelly Bag.We associate five



geometric shapes with certain bag styles: rectangle, square, oval, ellipse, and cylinder. Nearly
every bag falls into one of these categories.Rectangle or square• Backpack A rectangle body
and sides, carried in back, designed with two straps to be worn over the shoulders.• Baguette
An elongated rectangle body shaped with bottom corner darts and designed with one short
strap in an east–west orientation; resembles a loaf of French bread (baguette).• Chanel A flap-
style bag featuring a topstitched quilting pattern.• Clutch A strapless bag designed to be carried
in the hand or under the arm.• Convertible A rectangle you can hold in your hand or wear over
your shoulder.• Cosmetic A boxlike rectangle for storing toiletries.• Cross-body A rectangle with
a long strap; worn across the body.• Diaper A boxlike bag for carrying baby necessities.• Doctor
(Gladstone) A roomy satchel-style bag toted by a doctor when making house calls; the opening
is rigid to allow easy access to the contents.• Envelope A slim bag with no depth.• Fanny/waist
pack A bag with a strap that buckles around the waist.• Flap A rectangle body with a fold-over
top and one strap in an east–west orientation.• Fold-over A bag that folds down on itself.• Frame
A bag with a ridge opening.• Kelly A ladylike satchel-style bag.• Messenger A sturdy bag for
lugging around documents; it has a long strap and is carried across the body.• Minaudière A
small decorative evening bag held in the hand and usually adorned with jewels and
semiprecious stones.• Satchel A structured bag with a rectangular bottom and two short
handles.• Shopper A medium-size bag with a large top opening and short or long handle
straps.• Shoulder A bag with one or two long straps designed to be carried on one shoulder.•
Tote A large bag with a wide top opening with short handle straps; used to transport groceries,
books, and other items.• Train case A roomy barrel-shaped bag that can carry overnight
essentials or paperwork.• Weekender A large bag with short handles used for transporting
provisions for a weekend getaway; may have wheels.• Wristlet A small bag with a braceletlike
carrying strap that slides easily over the hand.Oval or ellipse• Bowler Originally made for
carrying a bowling ball.• Crescent A bag with a semicircular shape and/or opening.• Hobo A soft
bag with one handle that hangs from the shoulder; it has a crescentlike opening and a zippered
top.• Saddle A shape that connects two bags with a strap; designed to be draped over a horse’s
back.• Sphere A bag shaped like a globe.• Toaster Similar to a bowler bag but more
angular.Cylinder• Barrel A rectangle body with rounded sides.• Bowler A dome-shaped body
with squished oval sides and two short handles.• Bucket A rectangle body with a rounded
bottom and hand or shoulder straps.• Drawstring A rectangle body with a gathered top edge and
a bottom in a round, oval, rectangle, or square shape.• Duffle An oversize barrel used for
traveling or carrying sports equipment.• Sling A backpack with only one strap.Soft-Sided Versus
Hard-Sided BagsSoft-sided bags are versatile, go-anywhere carryalls that have a playful ease,
whereas hard-sided bags are structured and dramatic but also more difficult to put together.Soft
bagsSoft bags evoke a sense of a free spirit and laid-back glamour. The foremost shape is the
hobo. Soft bags are much easier than hard bags for the average sewing machine to handle, and
sewers of all ages and skills enjoy creating soft bags. Most start with a basic tote shape made
from a simple cotton or home-decorating fabric. These types of bags aren’t terrifically sturdy, so



for a long-term option and an instant style upgrade, employ soft or imitation leather.Hard
bagsThe classic hard-sided bag has timeless appeal. Its beauty lies in its minimalism and
sophisticated, subtle details. Hard bags are more of a challenge to make, but they are by no
means impossible. Traditionally they require highly specialized sewing machines, such as the
ones used by cobblers. These machines can pierce through incredible thicknesses and have
virtually no sewing beds that get in the way, so you can get into very tight spaces. For a home
sewer without access to this type of equipment, you’ll have to get creative. Folds will need to be
scored. Prepiercing the sewing holes makes for stress-free hand stitching. Piercing pliers are
available, and they come with one or more prongs; the multiprong style allows you to pierce
evenly spaced holes without any marking. The end prong is inserted into the last hole pierced.
To stitch a strong seamline, use two needles and a shoelike lacing technique.Sewing with
Leather Versus ClothThe first step to sewing with leather (real or faux) is to find a lightweight or
garment-weight leather that you absolutely love, then buy a sample swatch. Sew a simple seam
to check how your machine handles it under the presser foot. Does the leather feed smoothly
under the presser foot? If not, you may wish to try a Teflon® foot. Check that the needle style
and size is suitable for your leather and adjust as needed. Keep an eye on the tension and stitch
length and make sure the thread is the correct strength. Once you know your machine will sew a
leather seam, the next step is to test out the topstitching capabilities. Pound the seam open, and
from the top, edgestitch on each side of the seam (see p. 111, Step 8). After you have confirmed
your machine can handle the leather you have selected, go ahead and purchase enough for the
pattern.Painting EdgesSetting up your space for painting leather edges is all about comfort,
good lighting, suitable paint, and the right tools. Painting edges is not a difficult task; it just takes
patience. The more relaxed you are, the more precise you will be. Good task lighting and a table
with a comfortable working height are indispensable. After trying an assortment of artist
paintbrushes, toothpicks, and craft sticks, I found that a stainless-steel edge paddle works best.
The paint sticks to the paddle, but it also releases easily. The paddle has differently shaped tip
ends that are perfect for picking up various amounts of paint. The square end lets you apply
paint to a precise point, whereas the rounded end works well on broader area. The paint is
permanent when it dries, but you do have a few moments to wipe off mistakes. Always keep a
damp rag nearby. As soon as any excess paint seeps over the edge, clean it with a quick light
brushing motion, using a delicate swipe with a simple turn of the wrist and a fast dab. Wipe from
the bag segment out to and off the edge.Cover the work surface with an absorbent layer of
paper towels or terry cloth so unintentional drips are soaked up immediately and before you
accidentally move your work across the wet paint. Prevent spills by placing the paint bottle inside
a larger container so the paint will be confined if it tips over. I find that for most small paint
bottles, a pint or quart plastic container from the deli works especially well. This is large enough
to contain a spill and yet small enough to prevent the bottle from tipping over all the
way.Essential SuppliesIf you are new to sewing and patternmaking, you will need a specific set
of tools, some of which may be unfamiliar to you. I highly recommend gathering these items



before you dive into any of the projects. As with all sewing projects, you will need sharp scissors,
a rotary cutter and mat, marking pens and pencils, see-through rulers, a French curve, a steel-
edge ruler with cork back, a clear grid ruler with metal cutting edge, a utility knife, pattern paper,
straight pins, and plenty of small binder clips for nonpinnable materials. But there is also a whole
host of additional specialized tools that will smooth the way for you.Needle and threadBag
seams have to be sturdy because they will hold up the bag contents. Ordinary garment-weight
cotton-covered polyester is sufficient for most cloth seams, but for leather seams you will need a
sturdier thread in upholstery or topstitching weight. (My machine dislikes heavyweight threads,
so I double up the needle thread, which produces a very sturdy seam.) You will need a selection
of machine needles in various sizes and types. Unlike in a garment, the seam thickness within
the same handbag can vary drastically. For example, a size 12 needle will easily sew two pieces
of leather together, but when those pieces are folded at the seam to become an edge, the two
layers become four. Topstitching through four layers may now require a size 18 needle. Stitch
length is also important in both fabric and leather; the heavier and thicker the fabric or leather,
the longer the stitch length.Cutting and pressing surfacesYou can cut leather with an ordinary
pair of scissors, but a metal-edge ruler and rotary cutter will produce the straightest cut edges.
As a result, your seams—especially those with exposed edges—will be straighter and have a
dye-cut edge. My go-to cutting surface is a rigid self-healing plastic mat. It’s worth every penny to
invest in a good cutting mat. This will improve your cutting efficiency, prolong the life of your
blades, and last for years (so it will eventually pay for itself—mine is more than 15 years old and
still in good shape). Ideally, you want a fairly large mat that covers an entire table so you can fit
all the bag pieces on the cutting surface. When you are cutting stiff leathers, you will likely use a
utility knife instead of a rotary cutter. On these occasions, feel free to use a less expensive
mat.An iron and a traditional ironing board are fine for cloth, but leather seams need to be
pressed with a mallet over a smooth, hard surface, such as granite. Don’t be tempted to press
your seams on your kitchen counter; instead, buy a small slab available from a leather source or
a granite supplier. Granite is heavy, so stick to a 12-inch to 18-inch square. (The piece left over
from cutting out a sink is a good size and not too heavy to lift.) Mallets come in rubber and
plastic and in various weights. Depending on the leather weight, you will want to have a couple
of different types of mallets on hand. You also need a seam stick, a ham, and a point presser so
you can open straight and curved seams without leaving an impression of the seam allowance.
The gadgets you are pressing over need to be sturdy enough to take the pounding. A regular
seam stick, although made of hardwood, is too soft. Ipé wood and Trex® siding (use the smooth
side) are firm enough, and they work well when cut into small pieces and narrow strips. A mini
cast-iron anvil has various angles that you can use as pressing surfaces, and rocks are like
miniature hams that you can insert into tight spots. Next time you are outside, gather a few rocks
in several sizes and shapes, wash them well, and add them to your pressing inventory.BASIC
TOOL KIT• Adhesives, including adhesive dot roller, all-purpose white glue, leathercraft cement,
contact adhesive spray, temporary spray adhesive like Sulky®, rubber cement, double-face tape



(1⁄8-, 1⁄4-, and 3⁄8-inch), easy-release tape, and blue painters’ tape• Card stock for drafting
patterns• Cutting tools, including rotary cutter, utility knife, serrated knife, awl, edge beveler,
skiver, hand-sewing leather punch, Crop-A-Dile™ II Big Bite™ punch, hole punches, and self-
healing plastic cutting mat• Foundations, interfacing, and bag stiffener• French curves and circle
templates• Gift-wrapping tissue paper• Hard surface, such as mini anvil or granite slab•
Hardware, such as screwdriver, hammer, vise, and fine-tooth saw• Latex or plastic gloves•
Lighter for singeing cord/zipper ends• Marking tools, including pencils, chalk marker, fabric
marking pens, and erasable markers• Needles for hand sewing and machine sewing, Hump
Jumper® attachment for stitching over thick fabric humps, thimble, and glover’s or leather hand-
sewing needles• Painting tools, including soft-tip paintbrush, stiff-tip paintbrush, paint sponges,
and stainless-steel edge paddle• Paints, dyes, and stains• Pattern paper or butcher’s paper•
Pins, small office binder clips, curved hair clips, Glad® Press’n Seal®, and Fray Check™ for
sealing seams• Pliers such as needle-nose, round-nose, side-cutting, and crimping• Pressing
tools: iron, seam stick, ham, and point presser• Rivet setter, and rivets in an assortment of sizes
and colors• Rubber mallet for working leather into shape• Rulers, including see-through ruler,
protractor, slotted ruler (such as June Tailor® Quarter Cut™), steel-edge ruler with cork back,
and clear grid ruler with metal cutting edge• Sandpaper• Scissors, including pinking and
scalloping shears• Sewing thread• Teflon feet and other specialty feet for your sewing machine,
such as zipper foot• Thread including all-purpose, button, top-stitching, carpet, and embroidery
floss• Tweezers• Zipper yardage with white tape and zipper slidersFoundations and interfacingA
bag is made up of one or more layers: the exterior, (the facade), and the interior (or lining).
Between the two layers is the inner structure, called the foundation or interlining. This unseen
layer is often more important than the outside of the bag. Strategically placed hidden panels can
provide additional foundation support. A bag with the proper inner structure will have built-in
control and shape retention that ensures stability. It will hold up the contents, wear well, and last
for years. It is important to think about how the bag will be used, how much weight will it carry,
and how it will be cleaned. A bag for daily use needs a good foundation and, most important, a
sturdy base that will not tear. A bag that will be washed obviously needs to be made from a
sturdy fabric, while a bag that can only be spot cleaned requires a water-repellent
coating.Depending on the bag size, style, and material, you can use a variety of foundations for
support, from sew-in to fusible interfacings to self-fabric. For leathers and heat-sensitive fabrics,
choose a sew-in; for all others, fusibles are wonderful. When selecting a foundation, keep in
mind it will add bulk within the seam allowances, but there are ways to get around this. I call it a
foundation sandwich. To make the sandwich, simply cut the foundation without the seam
allowances and add to it a lightweight layer that is cut the same size as the bag. Secure the
foundation to the layer by sewing all around the foundation edge. Treat the foundation sandwich
like an interlining. The following lists include various types of materials that can be used to
strengthen a bag or support the bottom.LiningYou will need to have several types of linings on
hand: a stiffener for bag bases, sew-in and iron-on interfacing, foam sheeting, and buckram.•



Bag stiffener This cardboardlike product reinforces the base of the bag bottom and hardware; it
cuts easily with scissors and is washable.• Buckram Stiff cloth made of cotton or linen.• Fleece
Best for soft linings—easy to handle and easy to sew.• Flexible chopping mat Ideal for adding
structure to soft-sided bags; it cuts easily with scissors.• Foam sheets Thin craft foam makes a
nice cushion to protect your electronic devices.• Iron-on interfacings Stabilize and beef up weak
fabric.• Pellon® Craft-Fuse™ Used to provide light- to medium-weight stabilization.• Pellon
Décor-Bond® Used to provide firm stabilization.• Pellon Peltex® Ultra-firm stabilizing fabric.•
ShirtTailor® Finely woven cotton shirting fabric.AdhesivesAdhesives are your ally in the
handbag-making arena. But a word of caution: A little goes a long way. Whenever you work with
any type of glue, it is a good idea to have a damp cloth available to wipe off excess from your
hands and tools. Cover your work surface with plastic when working with an adhesive and place
the glue and a damp towel in dishpans so if the glue spills, it is contained and a towel is always
within reach.Whenever you are selecting a type of adhesive, keep in mind the end purpose. Do
you require stiff holding power or do you need the fabric to stay flexible? If you are affixing a
base to the bottom support, you will probably need glue with holding power, like a contact
cement. On the other hand, if you are gluing down a leather seam allowance, you will want it to
stay flexible, so select your product accordingly.There are so many adhesives on the market that
you can probably find a different glue for every project, but you need only a few types. I like a
liquid in cement and rubber form that is odorless, cleans up quickly with water, and spreads
easily. You also need a decent time frame between applying the glue and bringing the sections
together, and aerosols are handy for covering large areas. Double-face tape in a narrow width
provides great holding power. It is flexible, like rubber cement, but without the gooeyness, so you
have ultimate control. It functions much like pins in sewing. The drawback is that it will gum up
your needle, so be sure to place it strategically.CHAPTER TWOSEWING
TECHNIQUESPictured is the base of a bag ready to be pressed, along with tools for pressing
leather seams that replace your ironing board and iron.In this chapter you will learn the
fundamental sewing techniques for putting a bag together. The best and easiest way to get
comfortable with any of the projects in this book is to practice by creating little samples,
especially if you are new to handbag making. These experiments are also more fun than merely
jotting down notes, and they act as a physical reminder of what works—and what doesn’t. You
can also get great new ideas from your samples.Making a bag differs from creating a garment in
several aspects. You are dealing with shorter and narrower seams that, in many instances, you
have to coax under your presser foot. Most seam errors on leather, unfortunately, cannot be
undone, but simply sewing at a slower speed helps prevent many mistakes. Keep in mind that
within the same bag you will be switching needle types and/or sizes as well as presser foot
styles, which is another reason to avoid rushing. A well-made design has perfectly executed
stitching lines with no overlapped stitches, no visible thread tails, and raw edges that are
dressed with a coating. Painting leather edges is a straightforward process when you are
equipped with the right tools and have a comfortable workspace that is properly set up.



Decorative stitching looks nice when done with a heavier thread, ideally for topstitching. If you
can’t find the right color of topstitching thread, or your machine can’t handle the heavier weight,
use two threads in the needle. This trick also allows you to customize your color by blending two
shades.Rivets, when set properly, are as secure as a sewn seam. Hole punchers are handy for
precutting holes for hand sewing as well as for rivets and eyelets. It’s worth investing in a hand-
sewing leather punch and a Crop-A-Dile II Big Bite punch. One cuts holes for needles up to 3⁄32
inch, while the other has a 6-inch neck clearance that is perfect for cutting areas that are farther
in from an edge. It not only cuts the 1⁄8-inch holes for the rivets that are used throughout this
book, but it also punches 3⁄16-inch holes and sets snaps and eyelets without creating hand
fatigue. Both tools are great investments and you will use them in so many other applications
beyond making handbags.Sewing BasicsAssembling a handbag opens up opportunities for
using sewing techniques not necessarily required elsewhere. Seams are usually pounded with a
mallet and then glued, riveted, or bolted together. You can leave exposed edges in their natural
state or treat them with dyes and paints. When your layers are too thick for the machine, you can
use a wide array of tools to pierce sewing holes.SeamsSeams are a critical element of any
handbag. They do not just hold the bag together but must also be robust enough to handle the
weight of the bag’s contents. I generally use 3⁄8-inch seam allowances on leather and 1⁄2 inch on
fabric. For additional strength, stitch with two threads through the needle or use a heavier thread.
For thicker layers, increase the stitch length. Exposed seams are a mainstay of a bag. You can
choose from many products to coat the edges, from paints to dyes to gum tragacanth, a clear,
gumlike substance that binds the fuzzy fibers and stiffens the edge slightly. It is meant for
slicking and burnishing edges on vegetable-tanned leather, but you can also use it on leathers
that are chrome tanned.Neat stitching lines are important. A well-made bag has no overlapped
stitching, and all thread tails are concealed. An easy fix is to pull all the tails to the wrong side,
then tie them. When you need to break up a line of stitching, simply start stitching at the last
sewn hole. Once the threads are pulled to the wrong side, the line will look uninterrupted. Tied
thread tails look messy, especially if they will be seen. After tying, thread them on a needle (an
embroidery needle with a large eye makes threading several strands painless) and insert the
needle at the base of the knot. Push the needle between the layers, 1⁄2 inch or so, and bring it
back out. If you pull on the thread, the knot will bury itself. Then simply trim the tails flush with the
bag. With leather, take an extra precaution: You don’t want to create additional holes, so insert
the needle into an existing hole, traveling between the leather layers and exiting at another
preexisting hole. If there is only one skin layer, move the needle within the skin.Even after all
these years at the sewing table, I still test out seams. This allows me to choose the right
combination of needle plus thread color and weight, and also helps me determine the most
appropriate seam type to best showcase the specific material on hand. The testing also clues
me in on how the built-up layers will look; what seam finish is needed; how best to treat the
exposed edges; and how the fiber reacts to heat, steam, and pressing. If you work out all these
issues before delving into a project, you are guaranteed a successful outcome.On fabric bags



you can use traditional garment seams, which are pressed as sewn to set the stitches and then
pressed open. Leather requires a different approach, and you can use several seaming
techniques, from standard to overlapped to butted, by which a strip is placed underneath and
edgestitched in place. I prefer to sew a traditional seam on leather with a 3⁄8-inch seam
allowance. This narrower seam cuts down on trimming and, obviously, requires less leather. (It is
amazing how much you save by simply reducing the seam allowance from 5⁄8 inch to 3⁄8 inch.)
Next, I use a rubber mallet to pound the seam open and then, from the right side, edgestitch on
each side close to the seamline through all layers. Another strategy is to tape down the seam
allowances with flexible double-face tape, which works like rubber cement. When machine
stitching in tight and problematic areas, for the most accuracy it is best to hand-walk the line of
stitching. Switch between styles of presser feet. The zipper foot can come in handy in these
areas.A one- or two-piece bag is simple enough to construct, but when the design involves
multiple pieces construction becomes more involved. All the sections play a role, and each piece
needs to fit snugly against another, much like a jigsaw puzzle. Cutting accuracy is critical. If the
pieces are not cut to their proper dimensions, the assembly will be more difficult. It is equally
important to make sure your seam allowance is accurate, and be sure to transfer all match
points.One of the more difficult tasks in bag making is sewing around sharp corners, where
inside and outside edges meet. This is generally not a problem in traditional garment sewing, as
the concave edge is stabilized, clipped, and spread open to meet the convex edge. But with a
handbag, clipping into the seam allowances can weaken the seamline and potentially
deteriorate the corners, the very place where the bag will take a beating. To ease the process of
going around sharp corners, I use a partial arc from a 2-inch circle to round them off
slightly.LeatherWhen sewing with leather, a rubber mallet and a hard surface are the
replacement for your iron and ironing board (see p. 16). Sewing a bag from leather is very
rewarding from a cost standpoint because markup in stores is so substantial, and in some ways
the process is much easier than sewing from cloth. Leather does not ravel, so you can get away
with narrower seam allowances, which are much easier to handle and drastically reduce
trimming time. Seams on tissue-weight leathers need to be stabilized with strips of fusible
interfacing. Using a cool iron and a pressing cloth to protect the leather, lightly fuse 1⁄2-inch strips
of interfacing to all the seam allowances, aligning the long edges on the interfacing strip with the
leather’s cut edge. For curved edges, slash the interfacing at 1⁄2-inch intervals, from one edge to
the other, but do not cut through; leave a hinge. In convex areas, align the hinge on the
interfacing strip with the leather’s cut edge and overlap the slashes over the seam allowance. In
concave areas, place the hinge just beyond the seamline and overlap the slashes over the seam
allowance.NOTE You cannot pin leather layers together for sewing because the pins will create
permanent holes. Instead, use small office binder clips to temporarily hold the layers.Traditional
presser feet will stick to leather, so use a Teflon foot, which will usually allow the seams to feed
smoothly. In cases when even a Teflon foot will stick, such as when sewing on the right side of
patent leather, cover the stitching area with strips of sealable plastic wrap, like Glad Press’n



Seal. The plastic will help the presser foot glide effortlessly over the leather. After stitching, it
tears off easily and leaves no residue.When sewing with leather, be sure to select a needle that
is heavy enough and has a very sharp tip. Sometimes a traditional leather needle is not ideal
because it pierces the material with little slashed lines and creates a weaker seam. I prefer to
use a Microtex® needle in the weight appropriate for the project. The point is very sharp and
pierces the leather with a fine round hole. You can use traditional sewing machine thread in the
needle and bobbin, but for extra strength double up and use two strands through the needle. A
longer-than-normal stitch length makes for a stronger seam, so use 8 stitches per inch instead of
12. Don’t backstitch or overlap the stitching—overpiercing the leather weakens the seam. Begin
and end your stitches in the same hole, pull all threads to the wrong side, tie together in a square
knot, and trim the tails 1⁄4 inch away from the knot.To press open leather seams, place the
material on a granite slab and use a rubber mallet to pound the seams open. There are several
ways to keep them open. My preferred method is to edgestitch through all layers from the right
side on either side of the seam. You can also glue down the seam allowances with leathercraft
cement or use double-face tape.StrapsStraps are the backbone of a handbag. They are often
the first element I think about when I begin to design. I ask myself if I will carry the bag over my
shoulder, across my body, in the crook of my arm, or in my hand. I consider how sturdy and
resilient the handles need to be, whether there will be one or two straps, if they will be made
from the same fabric as the bag, whether they will be structured or soft, and if they will
incorporate a chain or other hardware.Your design decisions will influence how and where the
straps attach to the bag. Strap styles vary greatly. They can be part of the bag body, as in a hobo
style, or made separately out of self-fabric, leather, Lucite®, bangles, beaded strands, simple
utilitarian nylon webbing, or basic chains in everything from ordinary metals to more ornate and
precious ones. Strap lengths can vary widely, and they can be adjustable. They can attach side
to side, as in an east–west formation, or you can have double straps with one attached to the
front and one to the back. Be sure to consider comfort when deciding on a strap style. For
example, a metal chain can be a beautiful choice, but it’s neither comfortable nor practical to use
on a bag that will hang from your shoulder all day. I like to create at least two strap choices for
every handbag so that I have the option of carrying the bag in several ways. I integrate the first
strap into the design, and I like to make the second one inconspicuous (and usually detachable).
For example, the “Fold-Over Frame Bag” (p. 42) includes a clever inner pocket designed to
neatly hide the permanently attached chain strap so it does not hang loose inside the bag and
get tangled with all the contents.HOW TO MAKE A BASIC 1-INCH FACED LEATHER
STRAPCut two strips of leather in 2-inch and 1-inch widths to the desired length. Set aside the 1-
inch strip, which will become the facing. Working on the wrong side of the 2-inch strip, lightly
brush with leathercraft cement. Wait a few minutes, until the cement becomes cloudy and tacky.
Fold both long edges so they meet at center. Press firmly. Place the strap on a hard surface
(granite works best) and pound the edges to thin them out. Next, add the facing to the strap.
Spread the cement on the backs of the facing strip and strap. After it becomes cloudy and tacky,



align the long edges and press the strips together. Let the glue settle and dry, then topstitch the
strap with parallel rows of stitching.LiningsLinings run the gamut from simple to luxurious, and
they can provide hidden glamour. I think a bag should look just as nice on the inside as on the
outside. In a bag with a top closure, only you know a delectable lining is inside, and once in a
while someone else catches a glimpse of your secret treasure. In addition to its beauty, a lining
adds resilience. It is one of the most important elements of the inner structure because it
supports the handbag’s contents and bears the brunt of the weight. An ideal lining is made from
a feather weight fabric that is light enough to keep the bag weight to a minimum but sufficiently
sturdy to withstand wear and tear.Within the lining walls you can get creative with custom-size
pockets specifically tailored to your needs. Think of the lining as a blank canvas, and take the
opportunity to use unexpected materials, like ponte knits, suede, silk, and floral prints. Just
remember to stabilize stretchy fabrics with interfacing and to stay away from fabrics that are
rough to the touch or snag easily. Linings do not normally require much fabric, so it is a great way
to use leftovers, especially sentimental scraps. If you don’t have enough for the entire lining, just
add a touch. For example, making a zippered pocket from a treasured fabric will cause you to
smile every time you see it. The decision of whether to use a drop-in or an integrated lining
usually depends on the bag’s style. An integrated lining is added to the bag while it is sewn,
whereas a drop-in lining is finished separately and added to the bag in the final stage, usually
attached to the top edge or to the edge of the facing.HIDING POCKETSFunctional pockets are
not just for the interior. You can hide them on the outside between the seam allowances using an
invisible zipper for the closure, within a slot-like opening, under a welt, or behind a zippered
window. Use function to determine where and how to place an external pocket. For example, a
slot opening is unobtrusive and can keep your mobile phone easily accessible. Keys always
seem to fall into an abyss, so they also deserve their own exterior pocket.When you come
across the perfect lining but discover it is not compatible with your project, all hope is not lost:
You can fuse any yardage with iron-on interfacing, then cut out the lining as needed. For
example, the lining of the “Stingray Zip-Top Wristlet Clutch” (p. 78) is made from a beautiful
charmeuse print that reminds me of the Roaring Twenties, The Great Gatsby, and old-time
movies—perfect for this bag. But the fabric was too light to use on its own, so I used Craft-Fuse
to strengthen it. Be sure to fuse before cutting. Both the fabric and the interfacing can shrink
during the fusing process, so if you cut out the lining and interfacing separately and then fuse
them together, chances are the pieces will shrink and no longer fit the bag.PocketsThese days
we all take for granted that most bags will have a minimum of three pockets in the lining—mobile
phone, patch, and zippered—but this was not always the case. Years ago I spent weeks hunting
for a diaper bag with individual compartments that would hold everything in an organized
fashion. That’s when I created my first customized insert. From the outside it looked like a plain
leather tote bag, but on the inside everything was methodically arranged like a mini file cabinet.
Adding the insert to the finished bag was more work than if I had started from scratch. From that
point forward, I planned ahead for the pockets I would need and made sure I incorporated them



into the design.NOTE Pockets are made from simple squares and rectangles. The easiest way
to cut them is to simply tear the fabric so the pockets will always be on grain.The number of
pockets relates directly to the size of the handbag. The bigger the bag, the more surface area
available for fastening pockets. Lifestyle also dictates the need for pockets. For example, an
urban dweller who walks frequently would likely appreciate holsters for a water bottle and an
umbrella in a workday bag. Keep in mind that the more pockets you have, the more you stress
the bag’s lining. To minimize wear and tear, stabilize the lining—or, ideally, interface it entirely. At
a minimum, the pocket stress points need to be reinforced. You can also opt for a heavier lining,
but it will weigh down the bag. No matter how small the bag is, I always add the three basic
pockets, as well as a pen slot and pocket for a small notepad. (Leaving home without my pen
and pad is like departing without my keys.)ZippersPrepackaged zippers generally come in
predetermined lengths, limited colors, and only a handful of weights. The zipper’s tooth size is
generally engraved on the back of the slider; the higher the number, the larger the zipper. When
you don’t have the right color or you can’t find the right length, turn to zipper by the yard. Once
you try it, you will never go back to the prepackaged kind. You can cut zipper by the yard into any
length and custom dye the white tapes. You will need two essential tools: side-cutting pliers to
remove a small section of teeth or coil to make it easy to insert the slider, and a utility lighter to
sear the cut edges so they don’t ravel. You generally do not need stops, as the zipper ends will
be enclosed within a seam. If there is a chance the slider could slide off, add a small rivet. If the
zipper tail is freestanding, cover it with a pull tab. You can also experiment with the number of
sliders, as those with plastic coils can zip smoothly in either direction. This means you can add
more than one slider and make a double-ended zipper. Two pulls can zip to the center, or they
can begin at the center and zip to the sides. Metal teeth zip smoothly in only one direction
(unless you use a 2-way slider), but you can insert two sliders to meet at the center (one slider
will just not slide as smoothly as the other).You can customize zipper by the yard by buying all
the components separately, including the zipper tape, the sliders, and the pulls. When you begin
with a zipper with white tape, you can dye it, paint it, embroider it, or embellish it with beads and
rhinestones. Teeth come in different weights and styles, from metal to coil to molded plastic to
rhinestone, and they are available in nearly every imaginable color and finish. You can further
customize a zipper by decorating the slider with a tassel or ready-made pull, and some sliders
are available with an open hook. With this type of slider, you can custom build a fancy pull out of
components, such as jewelry findings. Simply create the decorative embellishment, insert it into
the open hook, and use pliers to close it up.A #5 metal tooth zipper.THE BAGSCHAPTER
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Mz Nina, business consultant and aspiring artist, “Excellent book with cool bags, not crappy,
garage sale artsy stuff. Definitely a great buy for the patterns, but no meat (info). I really
appreciated this book even though I knit and then felt bags. There are some wonderful designs
and great ideas that are transferrable to my kind of bag making. Very cool silhouettes!!! So as
far as the styles, much better than the marmy stuff out there, and patterns included. Not much
on substance, but more about design.Other books to buy to learn HOW to sew a bag:The Bag
Making Bible: The Complete Guide to Sewing and Customizing Your Own Unique BagsLisa
LamThe Better Bag Maker: An Illustrated Handbook of Handbag Design Techniques, Tips, and
TricksMallalieu, Nicole A Knitter's Dozen (A Knitter's Dozen series)”

Belinda J. Palmer, “Good For All Skill Levels. This handbag book was a pleasant surprise with its
excellent instructions. I have a few other how- to handbag books that are cheap on instructions,
and patterns that are printed on both sides of the pattern sheet. This book has teensy pattern
pieces I must replicate to full size, but they are very detailed with full sized measurements.
Armed with cardboard, a ruler, roller cutter and pencil, most folks could do the replication. That
complication aside, the sewing and construction instructions are comprehensive. Happy with
this purchase. Also, for the seller, this book was listed as Good Used Condition. It was, in fact, in
Like New condition. Another pleasant surprise.”

Robert Strack, “Great book!. This book is great! I do alot of leatherwork... Hand carving at a
professional artist's level. I started doing saddles, tack, and harness. I do carved and handsewn
bags, belts, cases, motorcycle seats, dashboards for custom cars....etc etc etc! I was looking for
some good books on fashion bags, and/or a way to upgrade my bags, and I hit paydirt! Get this
book, you'll love it!”

birdiebird, “this book was one of the best between the copy that explains exactly how to make ....
I have a large library of books on making handbags and while all offer something new for me to
learn, this book was one of the best between the copy that explains exactly how to make a very
professionally finished bag and the photos, showing very clearly the steps one needs to
complete in the right order. This book is a must buy for anyone taking on their first handbag or to
improve skills as a frequent handbag designer.  Very inspiring.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. However I think it's more suited to .... Great book. However I
think it's more suited to those who have a basic knowledge of sewing handbags, and using
leather, because not every instruction has a picture to complement it.I was happily surprised to
get the pattern examples for the bag, but you will need to create your own life size patterns.”

Desdemona, “Beautiful patterns— utilitarian patterns included— can be customized. Nice book



— beautiful craftsmanship. I am anxious to start using the well- thought out patterns.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This book contains how to make leather handbooks. There .... This book
contains how to make leather handbooks.There are different patterns and step by step how to
make and sewing handbags from real leather.”

LL, “Leafed through once. Felt a little "old fashioned", but otherwise a good book.”

linda lucas, “Good addition to your Library.. Good book to have if you make bags. Not so keen on
the patterns, but helpful information.”

laura, “Good. Good information”

E N'zoghe, “would recommend. Good book and manual”

The book by Anna M. Mazur has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 139 people have provided feedback.
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